THE REDHEAD WITH FIRE IN HIS BOOTS
by
Peter Harvey

This is an excellent must read book for all followers of rugby of either code. It is a journey, the journey of a boy who rose from very humble beginnings out of one of the least affluent areas of St.Helens through grammar school to captain England Schoolboys at rugby union, the first grammar school boy to ever have done so, to signing rugby league for St.Helens where he collected most honours in the game.
Harvey was born in 1940 his father was a miner whose only remark on hearing that his son had passed the 11+ was 'at least you will not have to go down the pit lad!' 
At St.Helens Catholic Grammar School he excelled at sport and in particular rugby which he had never played until he joined the school. He played for Lancashire Schools where he flitted between full back and wing until finding his true position in the centre.
He went to St.Mary's Strawberry Hill to train as a PE teacher, continuing further studies at Loughborough, the leading sports college of the day. 
He played for Liverpool one of  the top clubs at that time and the full Lancashire County side.
He had trials for the full England side but after the defection of a then current international  Ray French to rugby league there were those in the higher echelons of the game who were determined that there would be no repeat. This became obvious when Harvey was travelling down to Torquay for an England trial with former Cowley, Waterloo and England winger 'Dickie' Guest also and England selector who advised him that he would not be chosen for either the England side nor the coming tour to Australia and New Zealand as they believed he was going to sign rugby league. He was listed as a reserve in both cases.
Having switched codes he was not only 'cold shouldered' by most of his former union bretheren  and others, 50 years before he got an invite to a union club, but was also viewed with some suspicion by many in the league fraternity as well.
His cataloguing of these events is a salutary tale and worth a reading in its own right.
The book is full of anecdotes many highly amusing but with the occasional sharp edge, yet without rancour, as he points a finger at some of the prejudices between league and union and the North prevalent at the time but thankfully less so in these more enlightened days. 
It is ironic that the 'pot of gold' held out by rugby league before union was professionalised is now firmly in the grasp of the leading union clubs and the movement of players is now the other way!
This is an ideal Christmas gift and one which is difficult to put down. For rugby lovers it is very enlightening and for those of us born and bred in this area at that  time not without a touch of nostalgia as well.
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